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What’s inside?
Motion Sound Volume 1 (2450+ Sounds) is a library of original, audio files separated
into three distinct categories: Digital, Life & Essentials. Each category was created to
meet a unique need.
Designed by a team of world class foley artists and motion design professionals,
Motion Sound has been organized for ease of use with variations in each sound
concept for full customization ability.
Motion Sound Volume 1 offers motion designers the chance to take their visual works
to greater heights, with robust, high quality sound design concepts.

3 Categories
Digital -

(650+ Sounds) The sounds of the digital revolution
with concepts like; processing, data streams & computing.

Life -

(1050+ Sounds) Everyday objects and sounds like
keys jangling, mouse clicks & money.

Essentials - (750+ Sounds) Everything you need to texture the
movement on screen, like; wooshes, rotations &
turning.

Digital
Alarms

A moment of panic or an indication of a processing error.
For when things goes haywire.

Computer Alarms
Factory Alarms

Computing

Processing, data flow, and original sequences. Implying
the inner workings of a computer.

Computing / Processing
Power Up / Down
Readouts
Robot Chatter
Start Up Chimes
Transmissions

Cute Bleeps

Bleep sounds with a decidedly cute tone. Great for a
variety of moments. Over 25 variants.

Woosh

Sounds for a digital vibe in transitions and pass
by’s. Over 70 variations to choose from.
Dry
Dynamic Trail
High
Low
Race By

Digital
Standard
Stutter
Warped

Errors

Series of notifications and messages for when there is an
error.

Basic
Spoken
High Pitch
Machine Error
Special Concepts

Laser Beam

A variety of laser beam concepts, from fast zips,
to slow build ups.

Power Up
& Down

A series of sound effects for tech powering up
and powering down.
Digital Fill Up
Power Down
Power Up

Readouts

These variants will give you a large library of
computer readout sounds.

Digital
Rise & Fall

A series of sounds that climb up and slide down
the spectrum of pitch and sound.
Risers
Basic
Bubble
Click
Power Up
Quick
Sweep Up
Wobbly

Falls
Basic
Bouncing Decay
Bubbly
Dynamic
Wobbly

Robot Chatter

A series of sounds for bots chattering. A great
set for any moment with a bot communicating.

Static/Glitch

A series of concepts around static noise or moments of glitch.
Buzzing Static Spikes
Censorship Tones

Digital
FM Glitch
Glitch Static
Ground lift Static Spike
Static Burst
Static Loops

Subdrops

Drop that sub. An open-ended series of subdrops
with a variety of uses.

Transmission A series of transmission sounds that will serve

you well for any moment of sending data or digital signals.

UI Concepts

Press in, release. Button interactions in a variety of tones.
Error buttons as well.

Bendy Buttons
Blue Bleep Clicks
Dolphin Buttons
Green Buttons
High Bleeps
Pinecone Buttons
Pop Up Notifications
Readout Notifications
Sepia Buttons
Supplemental Notifications

Digital
To make requests for sounds you’d like to see in the Digital Pack V2, please email us
at Mail@MotionSound.io with the subject line, “Sound Idea - Digital V2”
We will do our best to accommodate updates for future packs.

Life
Balls

A standard of any sound effects library. Bouncing ball
concepts are sure to come in handy.

Bells

Walking into that storefront retail, that little shop door
bell rings to welcome you in.

Camera

These sounds will hearken back to the bulb and film style
cameras, as well as newer digital cameras.

Camera Flash
Digital Camera
Cards

The sounds of cards being shuffled, dealt and played.

Flip
Shuffle
Set Down
Clocks

This series of sounds will give you a wide array of clock
sounds from a clock tower to the ticking of a stopwatch.

Basic Tick Tock
Countdowns
Standard Clock
Stopwatch
Timers
Travel Alarm Clock

Life
Computer

This will contain physical interactions with a computer.
Mouse clicks and keyboard typing.

Mouse
Typing

Dice

The sounds of dice being rolled, dropped and picked-up.

Dice Roll
Pick-Up

Elements

Series of basic elements covering a wide range of materials and moments.

Cardboard
Electricity
Glass
Metal
Paper
Plastic
Tape
Water
Wood
Projector

A series of sounds of a Film projector firing up and running.

Life
Keys

Classic sounds of keys being used in different ways.

Jangle
Shuffle
Walking
Marbles

The simple fun of marbles is matched by the simple
clanging sounds they make.

Bounce
Pour
Shuffle
Matches

Concepts involving those little, wooden fire starters.

Match Strikes
Matchbox Shake
Money

We’ve covered every possible aspect of money, from
paper cash to loose change.

Cash Register
Coin Money
Paper Money

Life
Scissors

A series of moments involving metal scissors.

Cut Paper
Snip
Snip Sequences
Signs / Flag
Banner

We’ve got the essentials of both metal and neon signs
represented here. As well as flags and banners unfurling.

Banner
Flags
Metal Sign
Neon Sign
Writing

A series of writing moments with different mediums.

Ball Point Pen
Chalkboard
Erase
Magic Marker
Pencil
Typewriter

Life
To make requests for sounds you’d like to see in the Life Pack V2, please email us
at Mail@MotionSound.io with the subject line, “Sound Idea - Life V2”
We will do our best to accommodate updates for future packs.

Essentials
Accents

For those moments of breakthrough and emphasis.
Accents will help you add interest to special moments.

Boing
Choir
Dings
Emoticons
Splash

Appear/
Disappear

Moments when things appear on screen, as well as
disappear.

Bite
Break / Shatter
Flip On Screen
Magical
Pops
Special
Data Increase These sounds will help you accent the up and down of
/ Decrease
data. Also relevant in more broad uses.

Fall
Rise

Essentials
Impacts

Sounds of impact with a variety of tones and objects.

Clapper Board
Dirt
Punch & Smack
Rubber Stamp
Splats
Thunk

Movement

A variety of weights and textures sliding across surfaces.
Good for moments of movement or specifically for slides.

Fall
Slide Whistle
Slides

POV Pan -

This unique series was intended to help create atmosphere around camera moves. These creative concepts
can be blended in subtly to help add texture to moments
of camera movement or perspective shift.

Lateral
Move Down
Pan Down
Pan Up
Rise

Essentials
Rummage

Moments on handling and tearing. Things dumping out or
being torn.

Dump Out
Fast
Long
Medium
Short
Shake

A small category focusing on a metallic shake. Good for
special use cases.

Shine /
Shimmer /
Gleam

Series of sounds within the shine family. Great for moments of highlight or emphasis.

Shine
Shimmer
Gleam

Stretch /
Grow /
Inflate

A series of sounds around growth, expansion or stretch.

Deflate
Inflate
Plant Grow
Stretch
Shrink

Essentials
Time

A few concepts around time or moving time backwards.

Record Scratch
Rewind
Transitions

Getting from one moment to the next is about more than
just wooshes. These transition concepts help mix it up.

Abstract
Ramps
Zoom In / Out

Turning -

Sounds that will find great use for moments of rotation.
Also more literal moments of gears turning.

Gears Turning
Knob Turning
Ratchet Turn
Spinning
Wind Up

Essentials
Wooshes -

Over 125 different wooshes, this should meet all your
woosh needs for years to come.

Basic Woosh
Long
Medium
Short

Classic Woosh
Designed Woosh
Cloth
Counter Slide
Flutter
Long
Medium
Mouth Woosh
Paper
Short

Essentials
To make requests for sounds you’d like to see in the Essentials Pack V2, please email us
at Mail@MotionSound.io with the subject line, “Sound Idea - Essentials V2”
We will do our best to accommodate updates for future packs.

Motion Sound - Multi-Use License
This is a legal document. Please read carefully.
The terms of this Multi-Use License which applies to Motion Sound, Sound Effects
Packs. Read this license to learn about the terms that apply.
What This Multi-Use License DOES Grant :
i. The SFX (Multi-Use) License grants you, the purchaser, an ongoing, non-exclusive,
commercial, worldwide license to make use of the sound effects, on the following
terms.
ii. You are licensed to use the Item to create multiple End Products that incorporate
the Item as well as other things, so that each End Product is larger in scope and
different in nature than the Item.
Examples of End Products: apps, games, podcasts, websites, live performances,
videos, DVDs, films, TV shows and advertisements.
iii. The license includes the right to utilize the Item through communication to the
public (performance), broadcast, display, distribution, and reproduction. Read on for
things that you can’t do with the Item.
Free or commercial, monetized or not, for-profit or not-for-profit – you can create as
many End Products as you like!
iv. You can create End Products for yourself or for your clients. If you create an End
Product for a client, then this license is sub-licensed to your client only for use in
that specific End Product.
This means that your client can use the Item within the End Product on these license
terms. But your client cannot extract or use the Item separate from the End Product!

Motion Sound - Multi-Use License
You are responsible for making sure that your client is aware of this, and these
license terms.
v. You can make any number of copies of each End Product. You can distribute an End
Product through multiple media, and you can broadcast it or make it available online
to an unlimited number of viewers.
vi. You can modify or manipulate the Item, or combine the Item with other works, to
suit each End Product. The resulting works based on the Item are subject to the
terms of this license. You cannot claim ownership to the Item, whether it’s in original
form or altered under this clause. You can do the things allowed in this clause as
long as each End Product you then create is one that’s permitted under clause 2.
Examples: you can edit or loop or stretch a sound effect to suit your project.
What This Multi-Use License DOES NOT Grant :
vii. You can’t re-distribute the Item as a sound effect, as stock, in a tool or template,
or with source files. You can’t do this with an Item either on its own or bundled with
other items, even if you modify the Item. You also can’t re-distribute the Item as-is or
with superficial modifications.
Examples: You can’t license a number of sound effects and distribute/resell them on
CD or as part of an SFX pack or sample library. You can’t license a sound effect and
distribute/resell it as a ring tone.
viii. You can’t use the Item in any application allowing an end user to customize a
digital or physical product to their specific needs, such as an “on demand”, “made to
order” or “build it yourself” application. You can use the Item in this way only if you
purchase a separate single-use license for each final product incorporating the Item

Motion Sound - Multi-Use License
purchase a separate single-use license for each final product incorporating the Item
that is created using the application. This multi-use license is not intended for this
type of use.
Examples of “on demand”, “made to order” or “build it yourself” applications:
online video or animation rendering services, “create your own” slide show apps,
and e-card generators. You would need one single-use license for each product.
ix. You must not permit an end user to extract the Item and use it separately from an
End Product.
x. You can’t claim trademark or service mark rights over the Item within an End
Product.
xi. You can only use the Item for lawful purposes. Also, you can’t use Item in connection with defamatory, obscene or demeaning material.
xii. You must not use the Item in violation of any export laws that apply to you.
xiv. This license can be terminated if you breach it and don’t remedy the breach. If
termination happens, you must stop using the Item, which includes no longer making
copies of or distributing End Products until you remove the Item from them. This
license can also be terminated for only the End Products to which a breach relates
(rather than all End Products). In this case, this clause applies only to those End
Products.
xv. The author of the Item retains ownership of the Item but grants you the license on
these terms.
Example: if you use a sound effect in your video, you can’t claim rights to the sound
effect (eg through applying “ContentID” or similar systems to the audio).

Motion Sound - Multi-Use License
For any confusion or questions about this broad, multi-use license, please email
Mail@MotionSound.io
Version 1.0 Effective Date : November 15th 2015
MoGraph Mentor LLC (In Partnership) With Impossible Acoustic LLC

